Scholarship Program : Terms & Conditions
1. INTRODUCTION
The Qur’an was revealed with linguistic rules applied to it. It is therefore incumbent upon the Muslim to
observe these rules so that the Qur’an is recited in the way it was revealed. Linguistically, the word
Tajweed means ‘proficiency’ or ‘doing something well’. In the context of the Qur’an, it refers to giving
every letter of the Qur’an its due right upon recitation whilst observing the applicable rules. The Qur’an is
the book of Allah, with every word originating from the Exalted One. Every Muslim should strive for
excellence in their recitation, observing the correct pronunciation, rulings and characteristics of every
letter without any exaggeration or deficiency.
It is on this premise that an online Qur’an program was born in Tanzeel. The word “Tanzeel” in the Arabic
language describes something that has been “sent down”, that was “revealed”. The Qur’an was sent
down as a source of guidance, a blessing, a mercy, a healing to the Believer. Tanzeel intends to connect
Muslims back to the source, the Creator, through the bounty of the Qur’an. One of the primary objectives
of Tanzeel is to provide high quality professional online classes that are widely accessible by all.
With this in mind, scholarships or study assistance is made available for qualifying students to further their
studies in the recitation and/or memorization of the Qur’an, as outlined in these terms & conditions.

2. PURPOSE
The purpose of these terms & conditions is to provide the guidelines that will apply to Tanzeel’s
Scholarship Program.

3. SCOPE OF APPLICATION
This Program is applicable to all applicants for and recipients of scholarship funding.

4. OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the Program is to make the Tanzeel’s Qur’an classes accessible to all Muslims,
irrespective of financial circumstances, with the vision of connecting people to the Qur’an.

5. RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION
The Application process and its relevant forms shall be available online on the Tanzeel website. Following
completion of the application form, responses will be evaluated by the Tanzeel Scholarship Committee

and applicants will be notified about the outcome of the evaluation via the email address provided in the
application form.
The criteria for selection shall include, but is not limited to a student’s:
•

financial circumstances;

•

demonstrated ability/potential and/or desire to study the Qur’an; and

•

performance to date (if an existing student).

6. SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Any scholarship award shall either cover the full or partial cost and fees associated with the registration
and tuition fees of Tanzeel’s online Qur’an program. The scholarship award may also be limited as to
time. The decision and specific terms and conditions attaching to a scholarship award shall be at
Tanzeel’s absolute discretion.
Scholarships are limited to monies that are due to Tanzeel only. Additional material and/or resources that
are required by the student, e.g. computer, internet connection, notebooks, stationery, mushaf, etc will not
be covered by the Tanzeel scholarship and are for the student’s own account.

7. CONDITIONS OF AWARD
Whilst receiving a scholarship award from Tanzeel, the student needs to comply with the following
conditions:
•

adopt good akhlaaq (character) during the classes;

•

strive for excellence in their studies and own spiritual development

•

remain on the programme long enough to complete their current level of study for which they are
receiving the scholarship;

•

pass all relevant class assessments for the current level of study, i.e. meet the criteria to graduate
to the next level of study, even if the student does not intend to continue their next level of study
with Tanzeel;

•

submit to Tanzeel a report on progress and benefit gained every six months;

•

must not be absent from class without prior notice;

•

must not cancel a class shorter than the stipulated notice period, more than twice in the current
semester of study; and

•

any other terms and conditions notified to the student by Tanzeel from time to time.

Tanzeel reserves the right to terminate a scholarship award for failure to comply with the abovementioned
terms and conditions.

The scholarship awardee, must inform Tanzeel in writing, via email, should the student no longer require
financial assistance.

